and Professor N. Ikeda for their valuable discussions. The author also wishes to express his deep thanks to Professor S. Watanabe for his fruitful suggestions and encouragement. § 1. A Representation of a ^-semigroup A C.B.P. is a Markov process (x t , P x ) on the real half line [0, oo] with oo as a trap, which satisfies, for every X>0, (1. 1) E x (e~x x t} = ex^tf or some \|r,(x)>0. Then it is easy to see that ^(X) has a completely monotone derivative in X for each £>0, and satisfies the semigroup property ;
(1. 2) ^,+,(x) = ^i( Such a {^*M}fs[o,«o is called a ^-semigroup^ and it is equivalent to give a C.B.P. and to give a ^-semigroup. We shall assume that \|r,(X) is differentiate in t throughout this paper. (For this, it is sufficient to assume ^(X) is continuous in t, cf. [8] .) Then h(\) = 9i/r,(x)/9f |, =0 has the form (1.3) where a, b and c are real constants with a>0, c>0, and n is a nonnegative measure on (0, oo) with \ (y 2 /\l)n(dy) < oo (see [8] ).
From (1.2), it is clear that (1. 4) r^M = *GhOO) > ^o(X) -X , X>0 . dt Conversely, for a given /z(X) with above properties, the solution ^,(\) of (1.4) defines a ^-semigroup (cf. [8] ). Now we shall divide C.B.P.'s into three classes as in the case of G.W.P.'s. Proof. Let n Q (E} be a stationary measure. Then for X>y and £>0 such that TT O (X) and 7r 0 (^(°°)) converge, we have from (1. 7) that (1. 14)
*oOhM) = ^oM+ WX 00 )) -Since \|rX°°) maps (0, oo) onto (7, oo), there exists a positive number t 0 such that 7r 0 (^/ o (oo)) converges. Setting x = i|r, o (oo) and /=/ 0 in (1.14), we see that ^0(^0( c^) ) = ^o(^f 0 (^f o ( 00 ))) = 2^0(^, o (oo)) converges.
Repeating this argument, it is clear that ^(^n^C 00 )) converges for each integer n. Hence TT O (X) converges for each X>7 by means of (1.13), so that (1.14) is valid for \>y. Setting \ = ^(oo) in (1.14), we have ^o(^+ 5 ( 00 )) ==^o (^( 00 )) + o(^(°°))-Hence, by the continuity of ^X°°) n 0 (ty t (°o)') = ct for some c>0. Therefore, by (1.14) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) #o(^00) = for some c>0. Differentiation of (1. 15) at t = Q implies TTO(X)/Z(X) = c, whose solution with lim7ro(X) = 0 is unique, and is given by CTT(X).
x->°°T herefore it^=C7t, where n is the stationary measure of Lemma 1.2. q.e.d. § 2. Some Lemmas
In this section, we prepare some lemmas which will be used for the spectral representation theorem later.
Lemma 2.1. Let &e[0, oo). Then we have a signed measure
% u (dx) on JC[0, oo ) satisfying (2. 1) (2.2) e-*\g u (dx) <.
Jo

where \% U \(E) is the total variation of % u on E.
Proof. Since un(\} is completely monotone in X>7, and the functions cosher and sinh^: are absolutely monotone, the functions cosh^7r(X) and sinhw^(X) are completely monotone on X>7. Hence we have nonnegative measures ? J(Z£) on JC[0, oo) satisfying
we have (2.1) and (2.2). where g^(x) is analytic at 0 and ^(0)^0. Therefore, if X is sufficiently near to 7, we have : Next we shall show 1) by checking Condition B in §2. Fix a positive time t. Then the ordinary successive approximation method shows that \Jr,(x) is regular on a neighbourhood C7(y) of 7 by means of (3. 1) (cf . [8] ). Hence e~* *t™ is analytic on U(<y), and therefore 
Lemma 2. 2. £"(£) /s a eigenmeasure of P t (x, E), in the sense that
(2. 3) \~Udx)P t (x, E) = *-»'£,(£), Ee JC[0, -
Remark 3. 2. ^k^(x) = ^x
x ( a polynomial in x with the degree K). This follows immediately from
and the fact that b l = B / (0) = Note that in our case, the representation (1. 10) of ^(X) turns out to be (3. 6) ^t(\) = B(e~^A(\}) , for large t. 
